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poem. Zeus, disappointed In mankind, will avenge
himself on it; but again Ananke interposes. Finally
in the last book, Zeus> the ruler of the gods finds
consolation in his son Herakles., a man after his own
heart, a fighter against tyranny, cowardice and deceit,
an analogue to Wagner's Jung-Siegfried. Zeus sends
down Herakles—a symbol of the new humanity—
on a mission to the world ; and Herakles, under the
shadow of his mother's curse of mortality, accepts
the mission with a brave and defiant heart. Thus
this extraordinary epic, which is overshadowed
by the fatalism of an Ananke-governed universe,
closes on a note of hopefulness:
Mut sei mein Wahlspruch bis zum letzten Atemzug 1
Mein Herz helsst" Dennoch ". Herakles bedarf nicht Dank ;
Auch mit verharmten Wangen geht sichs ohne Wank,
Genug, dass iiber meinem Blick der Hlmmel steht;
Getrost, dass eines Gottes Odem mich umweht.
Und wenn Im Spiegel Torheit mich und Schwachen griissen,
Ich nehms in Kauf; was tuts ? man wird es eben biissen.
Dummheit, ich reize dich !    Bosheit, heran zum Streit!
Lass sehen, wer da bandigt, welchen Zeus geweiht I1
With each succeeding book, Spitteler's mastery
over his art becomes more assured, his flights of fancy
more daring, his humour subtler; with a Bocklin-
like lavishness he empties his palette on his Imagined
world—imagined, and yet in its landscape background
strangely true. It has been pointed out that the
nature which the poet describes is—except in the first
part, when he goes to the high Alps—that of the Jura,
with which he was most familiar. Wonderful, too,
is the skill with which he adapts his naturally mono-
tonous metre to the varying moods of his narrative;
1 ** Let courage be my motto to my last breath! s Nevertheless' is
the name rny heart bears, Herakles needs no thanks ; even with haggard
cheeks there is no flinching. Enough that above my range of vision the
heavens stand; my consolation that a god's breath envelops me. And if
folly and weaknesses beckon to rne from the mirror, I take it all as it comes.
What boots it ? One can but pay the penalty. Stupidity, I challenge thee 1
Malice, on to the fight! Let's see who'll master him whom Zeus hath
sanctified 1"

